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A method for evaluating 2H NMR stimulated echo experiments over which the molecular reorientation is correlated. In the
in the time domain is presented. It exhibits a high sensitivity to method described below, we will record the decay of the
molecular reorientation mechanisms for small angles. Reorienta- stimulated echo amplitude (for several fixed values of t) as
tions with jump angles below 257 can be resolved with a precision a function of t . The time scale of these decays is mainly
of É17 so that, e.g., rotational diffusion and finite jump angle dominated by the time scale of the molecular reorientation
mechanisms become distinguishable. The method, applicable to

but also depends on the value of the evolution period t. Itisotropic reorientation models, is thought to extend the domain of
is just this t dependence which is related to the geometry2D exchange spectroscopy where the best resolution is obtained
of the reorientation process. The aim of the method presentedin the large angle range of anisotropic reorientational mechanisms.
is to reduce the amount of information obtained from theApplication to reorientation in the supercooled melt of ortho-ter-
shape of the decay curves to a few t-dependent parametersphenyl is presented. These data clearly show that the molecular

reorientation of ortho-terphenyl molecules cannot be described by which can easily be compared with theoretical results ob-
small angular step rotational diffusion. A better parametrization tained from simulations of different reorientation models.
of the experimental data incorporates elementary jump angles in Although most of the theoretical background of our time
the range of approximately 107. q 1998 Academic Press domain analysis can be found in the monograph by Schmidt-

Rohr and Spiess (1) we provide the relevant definitions and
equations for the convenience of the reader in the following

INTRODUCTION sections where the main advantages over 2D spectroscopy
are also demonstrated (see Figs. 2, 3, and 5). A detailed

The success of two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy analysis of an example, namely, molecular reorientation in
in analyzing slow molecular motion in solids (1) has resulted supercooled deuterated ortho-terphenyl is discussed in the
in a certain neglect of time domain techniques. However, experimental section. It should be noted that parts of the
since the primary NMR signals are obtained in the time results have already been published in Ref. (3) . A general
domain and Fourier transformation may imply systematic review of molecular dynamics above and close to the glass
errors it should not be surprising to find situations in which transition can be found in Ref. (4) .
the analysis of time domain signals is advantageous and
yields more information on details of molecular reorientation THEORY
than that of conventional 2D spectroscopy.

Instead of recording (and Fourier transforming) the whole The stimulated echo following the three-pulse sequence
shape of the NMR echoes (1, 2) the time domain analysis shown in Fig. 1 can be formulated as
concentrates on the amplitude of the echo maximium. In
case of the stimulated NMR echo, used in our experiments S(t, t , tI ) Å »e0 itvQ(0)e itI vQ( t )

… [1]
as well as in 2D exchange spectroscopy, the echo amplitude
is a function of two experimentally adjustable times, t, the vQ( t) Å { d

2
(3 cos2b( t) 0 1), [2]

evolution time and t , the mixing time (cf. Fig. 1) . The
evolution time t turns out to be a parameter which serves
as a filter for the sensitivity of the experiment on the size where 2d Å 3e 2Qq /4\ is the nuclear quadrupole splitting

in case of 2H NMR. In deuterated organic compounds whereof the reorientation angles: with increasing values of t the
stimulated echo experiment gets more and more sensitive to the quadrupole coupling tensor is axially symmetric with its

main axis parallel to the bond direction the angle b is thesmaller reorientation angles. The mixing time t is the dynam-
ical variable of the stimulated echo experiment, the time angle between the C–D bond and the magnetic field B0 . By
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192H NMR TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF ULTRASLOW REORIENTATIONS

Here P2,1 (b2 , t ; b1 , 0Éb, t) is the probability of finding a
C–D bond orientated at the angle b1 initially and at the
angle b2 after the mixing period under the condition that the
reorientation in the mixing period was b.

With this decomposition of the probabilities one is able
to perform the integrations over b1 and b2 and the correlation
function (Eq. [4]) simplifies to (5, 6)

FIG. 1. The pulse sequence of the stimulated echo experiment. Choos- S(t, t , tI ) Å * dbK(t, b)rP1,1 (b, tÉ0, 0) . [7]
ing CÅ 90 7y , FÅ 45 7x , and cÅ 45 7x one obtains the pure sin–sin correlation
function while C Å 90 7y , F Å 90 7y , and c Å 907y leads to the pure cos–
cos correlation function. It is worthwhile to note that the introduced ‘‘integral

kernel’’

setting appropriate RF phases one can separately determine K(t, b) :Å * db1 * db2e
0 itv(b1)e itv(b2)

the cosine and sine parts of the correlation function (Eq.
[1]) : 1 P2,1 (b2 , t ; b1 , 0Éb, t) [8]

does not depend on any properties of the dynamical model andScos (t, t , tI ) Å »cos tvQ(0)cos tI vQ( t) …
contains only the characteristics of the spectroscopic method

Ssin (t, t , tI ) Å »sin tvQ(0)sin tI vQ( t) … . [3] under consideration. On the other hand the complete informa-
tion on the dynamics of the system is encoded in the RAD

By rewriting the ensemble average »rrr… of Eq. [1] as P1,1(b, tÉ0, 0). With the knowledge of the complete time
evolution P1,1(b, tÉ0, 0) one can calculate the stimulated echo
experiment. From Eq. [7] it is obvious that the time dependentS(t, t , tI ) Å * dv1 * dv2exp(0itv1)
RAD is convoluted with the integral kernel K(t, b). In other
words, K(t, b) acts as a filter on P1É1(b, tÉ0, 0) using the1 exp( itI v2)PH 2,0 (v1 , 0; v2 , t) , [4]
evolution time t as an adjustable parameter to change the
sensitivity on different values of b. Thus for small values ofwhere v1 Å vQ(0) , v2 Å vQ( t) , and P̃2,0 (v1 , 0; v2 , t) is
t the stimulated echo experiment is sensitive on all values ofthe joint probability of finding a single spin at frequency v1

b while with increasing t the experiments become more andat the beginning and at v2 at the end of the mixing period
more sensitive on smaller b values. Since in most cases onet , one recognizes in Eq. [4] the 2D Fourier transform leading
would not be able to calculate this time evolution of the RADto 2D exchange spectroscopy. In a time domain analysis it
analytically we use the following general numerical approach:is most convenient to focus on the echo maximum at tI Å

The range of the stochastic variables b1 and b2 (b1 , b2t and to analyze S(t, t) Å S(t, t , tI Å t) in terms of
√ [0, p]) is divided into N intervals of width Db Å p /N
so that b1,2 (ni ) Å (ni 0 1/2)Db. The joint probability

P2,0 (b1 , 0; b2 , t) Å 3d 2FS1 { 2v1

d DS1 { 2v2

d D function P2,0 (b2 , t ; b1 , 0) is then converted into a square
N 1 N matrix P2,0 (n2 , t ; n1 , 0) Å: P( t) .

The time evolution of this probability matrix obeys the1 (1 0 cos2b1)(1 0 cos2b2)G1/2

master equation

1 PH 2,0 (v1 , 0; v2 , t) [5] Ì
Ìt

P( t) Å GP( t) [9]
with b1 and b2 being the orientation angles of a C–D bond
relative to the B0 field at times t Å 0 and t . If one introduces with G being the so-called exchange matrix. The off-diagonal
the reorientation angle b connecting the C–D bond direc- elements Gk ,l are the transition rates from site k to site l , and
tions at t Å 0 and t , respectively, one can introduce the the diagonal elements Gk ,k are the sums over all off-diagonal
reorientation angle distribution (RAD) P1,1 (b, tÉ0, 0) by elements in the k th row. This set of coupled linear differen-
the expression tial equations can be solved via matrix algebra (7) . Finally

the RAD can be found to be (8)
P2,0 (b1 , 0; b2 , t)

P1,1 (b, tÉ0, 0) Å lim
b1r0

P2,0 (b1 , b2 Å b; t)
P1,0 (b1)

. [10]Å * dbP2,1 (b2 , t ; b1 , 0Éb, t)rP1,1 (b, tÉ0, 0) . [6]
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20 GEIL, FUJARA, AND SILLESCU

In the frame of this work we will consider three different
models for the reorientation dynamics:

• Isotropic rotational diffusion (IRD): The orientation
vector of a C–D bond performs a diffusional Brownian mo-
tion on the surface of a sphere, and the time evolution of
the RAD is given by the solution of the diffusion equation
in spherical coordinates (9, 10) . The equations of motion
for the joint probability P2,0 could have been solved analyti-
cally, but we prefered to use the above numerical way,
allowing us to use the same computational algorithms within
all the models. The off-diagonal elements of the (tridiago-
nal) exchange matrix were found to be (1)

G IRD
m ,m/1 Å

D

Db 2

sin(mDb)

sinSSm / 1
2DDbD [11]

and

FIG. 2. The time evolution of the RAD for several models of reorienta-
G IRD

m/1,m Å
D

Db 2

sin(mDb)

sinSSm 0 1
2DDbD . [12] tion dynamics: (a) isotropic reorientational diffusion (IRD), (b) isotropic

random jump (IRJ), (c) isotropic finite angle jump (IFJ) with a Å 57, and
(d) IFJ with a Å 307. In all cases the initial distribution was a delta function
at b3 Å 07 and all models end up in the same ‘‘isotropic final state.’’ Note
the truncation of the initial peak at t /tc values below approximately 1 which

• Isotropic random jumps (IRJ) . Here the orientation is necessary to demonstrate the long-time behavior of the RAD with small
vector of a C–D bond is allowed to jump with equal proba- intensities in the large angle regime.
bilities from any initial position into any other position.
Again this model can be solved analytically, but we use (1)

with

G IRJ
l ,k Å

1
tc

P1,0 ( ( l 0 1/2)Db) , [13]
F(b1 , b2)Å arccosFcos(b2)0 cos(b1)cos(a)

sin(b1)sin(a) G . [15]

with tc being the correlation time of this model.
For each of these models the time evolution of the corre-• Isotropic finite angle jump (IFJ) . The elementary step

sponding RAD was calculated from Eq. [10]. The resultsof this model is a reorientational jump in arbitrary direction
for some of these models are shown in Fig. 2. Note that inbut with a well-defined jump angle (5) . Thus, after one
this figure the mixing period t is normalized to the correlationelementary jump a C–D bond can be found with equal prob-
time tc of the model and is drawn on a logarithmic scale.abilities on a cone with twice the elementary jump angle
In all of these RADs the time scale for the evolution fromaround the initial position of the C–D bond. With a being
the original delta function at t Å 0, b Å 0 to an identicalthe elementary jump angle size which is an adjustable param-
isotropic final state (equilibrium distribution) covers moreeter, this model is much more flexible than the two former
than four decades.ones. Especially in the limit a r 07 this model is nothing

else than the isotropic rotational diffusion. If b1 Å krDb
DATA ANALYSIS IN THE TIME DOMAINand b2 Å lrDb, the elements of the exchange matrix for

this model are found to be
Keeping in mind that the RAD contains the whole infor-

mation about the mechanism of reorientational motion, one
can state that two different models of motion can only be

G IFJ
k ,l Å FSb1 , b2 /

1
2
DbD distinguished if the time evolutions of the corresponding

RADs are distinguishable. In contrast to N-site jump models
( like phenyl ring flips or tetrahedral jumps) where the mech-0 FSb1 , b2 0

1
2
DbD [14]

anism of motion is easily determined by the characteristic
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212H NMR TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF ULTRASLOW REORIENTATIONS

guishable if the deviations are below É1% for all values of
b. Note that there is also a lower limit of the mixing period
t given by some details of the stimulated echo experiment:
The simple correlation function (Eq. [1]) describing the echo
amplitude only holds if the mixing period t is large compared
to the evolution time t.

To avoid these difficulties we introduce the mixing period
t to be our main dynamical variable (in 2D spectroscopy the
continuously recorded time variable is the period tI after the
third pulse which contains only redundant information on
the mechanism of the reorientation). Measuring the decay
of the stimulated echo amplitude with a high density of
points (equidistant on a logarithmic scale) over a wide range
of t values and repeating these measurements for several
( linearly incremented) values of the evolution period t, one
obtains a two-dimensional set of data corresponding to the
two-dimensional representation of the RAD in Fig. 2. If one
was able to invert Eq. [7] , one could directly transform theFIG. 3. An estimation of the boundary where 2D exchange spectra can

resolve small angle reorientations. For mixing times above this boundary t axis of these 2D data sheets into the b axis of the time
the RAD of small angle IFJ models cannot be distinguished from the IRD evolution of the RAD and one would gain the complete
model. Thus, in this upper time regime all 2D exchange spectra can be information on the reorientation mechanism. However, this
interpreted in terms of an IRD model.

task is as difficult as transforming a 2D spectrum into the
corresponding RAD, and other ways of comparing the 2D

final state in 2D spectra, here, in the case of isotropic reorien- data sheets with reorientation mechanisms must be chosen.
tation models with N r ` , one must focus on the ‘‘path’’ First, it is convenient to reduce the dimensionality of the
along which the final state is reached. To this end one should data sheets. Comparing experimental data with several simu-
measure the complete time evolution of the RAD (cf. Fig. lated curves can be performed more easily if one must only
2) in a more or less direct way. deal with one-dimensional data. In our analysis we tried to

Analyzing the RADs—especially those for small angle eliminate the t-dependence of the two-dimensional data by
reorientiations—a main disadvantage of 2D spectroscopy is parameterizing the individual decay curves via a stretched
obvious: A single 2D spectrum is completely determined by exponential function (Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts (KWW)
a single line ( t Å const) of the RAD. At short times the function (11, 12)) :
main intensity of the RAD is still contained in the delta peak
at the origin, leading to a dominating diagonal Pake pattern

S(t, t) } expF0S t

tk(t) D
bk(t )G . [16]in the spectrum. Please note the cut-off along the z axis

visible in the initial peak in Fig. 2 up to t /tc-values of
approximately 1. In these plots we introduced that cutoff

In general the t-dependent echo decay curves are stronglyto stress the characteristic long-time evolution with small
nonexponential and the stretched exponential ansatz is usedintensities in the large angle regime. At longer mixing times,
here to smoothly fit the experimental data. An integrationwhen the delta peak in the RAD gets weaker, the background
of the t-dependent decays, leading to a well-defined meanpattern in the RAD gets more and more similar to that of
decay time »tk … , can then be performed analytically withisotropic rotational diffusion (cf. Figs. 2a and 2c). There-
the obtained KWW functionsfore, in the case of small angle reorientation the time scale

where 2D spectroscopy leads to resolved motional patterns
might become very short, and it should be the aim to bundle »tk … Å *

`

0

dtS(t, t) Å tkrb
01
k G(b01

k ) [17]
this background intensity which is distributed over the whole
v1 , v2 plane in 2D spectroscopy. In Fig. 3 we show an
estimation of the limit tmax as a function of the elementary with the gamma function G(x) . From this point of view the

KWW fits are only used to avoid problems in integratingjump angle a: The RAD and a single 2D spectrum of a finite
angle jump model cannot be distinguished from IRD if the noisy experimental data. In order to obtain comparable pa-

rameters for the simulated reorientation models the simu-mixing period t exceeds that boundary value tmax . tmax was
estimated by comparing the RAD of the IFJ model with the lated decay curves have been treated in the same manner.

Please note that it is not too important for the data evaluationRAD of the IRD model at the same value of the normalized
mixing time t /tc . Two RADs are considered to be undistin- described below if the stretched exponential function does
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22 GEIL, FUJARA, AND SILLESCU

turns out to be highly sensitive to small angle (a õ 257)
reorientations. The characteristic t dependence of both pa-
rameters, »tk … (Fig. 5a) as well as bk (Fig. 5b) strongly
depends on the size of the elementary jump angle. This
gives us an additional cross check, since the comparison of
experimental data with simulated curves must simultane-
ously fit to both parts of Fig. 5. Note that the oscillatory
behavior of both parameters originates from the t-dependent
oscillations of Scos (t, t , tI ) or Ssin (t, t , tI ) (cf. Eq. [3] and
Fig. 6) . It is highly sensitive to the quadrupole coupling
constant of the system and depends on the type of the correla-
tion function (sin–sin or cos–cos) used to perform the ex-
periments.

FIG. 4. The fitting of simulated echo decay curves with the KWW
function (Eq. [16]) . The simulations were performed for the IFJ model
with a Å 107 and a distribution of correlation times according to Eq. [18]
with a decadic full-width at half-maximum (Eq. [20]) of sdec Å 0.5. The
mixing period t is normalized to the mean value »tc … (Eq. [19]) of this
correlation time distribution. The circles and squares represent the simulated
decay curves for t Å 6 ms and t Å 40 ms, respectively, while the solid
lines show the obtained KWW functions (with values of bk É 0.8) .

not describe our data very well. As long as the experimental
data and simulated decay curves are treated in the same way,
and as long as we do not try to interpret the two parameters
»tk … and bk in terms of physics, we can compare the experi-
mental with the simulated results.

In Fig. 4 the fitting of two simulated echo decay curves
is shown. These simulations have been performed with pa-
rameters representative of the IFJ models used in the evalua-
tion of our data as discussed in the experimental section.
Regarding these plots, it is obvious that the rough shape of
the stimulated echo decay curves can be described via KWW
functions but there are also systematic deviations in the range
of strong curvatures at very short and very long decay times.

The two parameters »tk … and bk still depend on the evolu-
tion time t. Since t is directly connected with the sensitivity
of the stimulated echo experiment on the reorientation angle
b, the t dependence of both parameters is expected to de-
pend on the size of the elementary jump angle characterizing
the mechanism of molecular reorientation.

Figure 5 shows the results for some simulated IFJ models
where the elementary jump angle is varied in the small angle

FIG. 5. The t dependence of the parameters »tk … (a) and bk (b) forrange. The simulations, based on Eqs. [7] to [15], were
the IFJ model and various values of the elementary jump angle (fromperformed using 90 1 90 exchange matrices with a resolu-
bottom to top: (a) a Å 17, 57, 67, 77, 87, 97, 107, 157, 207, 257, 307, 357;

tion of 17 and a quadrupole coupling constant of 182.5 kHz (b) a Å 17, 57, 107, 157, 207, 257, 307, 357) . The curves were obtained
(corresponding to that of ortho-terphenyl used in our experi- by fitting simulated cos–cos correlation functions (using the quadrupole

coupling constant of ortho-terphenyl, 182.5 kHz) with Eqs. [16] and [17].ments) . In contrast to the 2D spectrum analysis this method
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232H NMR TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF ULTRASLOW REORIENTATIONS

tion t @ T2) , but was recorded in order to estimate an appro-
priate starting point for fitting the cos–cos decay which is
observed at t values between 10 and 100 ms. T1 , which in
principal could lead to an additional echo damping along
the t axis, is known from independent experiments to be
approximately 2 s so that eventually the decay curves at
the smallest t values might be affected by T1 . The mean
correlation times »tc … of the ultraslow reorientation dynam-
ics are also known from independent experiments (stimu-
lated sin–sin echo experiments in the limit t r 0) (14) so
that we are able to scale the mixing time t in units of »tc … ,
the same scale as used in the simulations of Fig. 5.

Cutting off the values for mixing times below 800 ms and
neglecting any influence of T1 , these raw data decay curves
were fitted with the KWW function. In Fig. 7 the obtained
»tk … and the bk values were again plotted as a function ofFIG. 6. Raw data of the cos–cos decay curves of ortho-terphenyl at

252.4 K. The measurements have been performed parallel to the t axis for the evolution time t.
fixed values of the evolution time t. The data sheet consists of 40 points At a first glance the »tk … / »tc … values behave as expected
in the t direction and 51 points in the t direction.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, ANALYSIS,
AND DISCUSSION

Experiments were performed on perdeuterated ortho-ter-
phenyl1 (13, 14) at 252.4 K with a stability of {0.2 K over
the duration of the experiments. This is the temperature range
of the supercooled liquid but still 10 K above the caloric
glass transition temperature. The sample material was recrys-
tallized in hot methanol, dissolved in acetone, and microfil-
trated (pore size 50 mm) into Duran glass NMR tubes. The
acetone was removed (keeping the samples for several days
at 707C under vacuum) and the sample was sealed under
vacuum.

The stimulated echo experiments were performed at a
deuteron frequency of 40 MHz. The pulse width for 1807
pulses was 5.4 ms. The pulse sequence (907)y – t– (907)y –
t– (907)y – D– (907)x was chosen to obtain the cos–cos part
of the correlation function. The additional fourth (907)x pulse
was used to refocus the echo at a distance t / D after the
last pulse. With this technique t values shorter than the dead
time of the receiver are available. The echo amplitude was
measured for several fixed values of t (0.2, 1, 2, . . . , 50 ms)
as a function of the mixing time t . Within one measurement t
was varied (equidistant on a logarithmic scale) over a range
of more than four decades.

Figure 6 shows the experimental raw data (3) . Here the
cos–cos echo amplitude is plotted as a function of t and t.
The initial decay at very short mixing times ( t É 200 ms)
is due to multiquantum coherences (a violation of the condi-

FIG. 7. The KWW parameters »tk … (a) and bk (b) versus evolution1 The perdeuterated ortho-terphenyl was obtained from H. Zimmermann,
Max Planck Institute für medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg. time t, obtained for ortho-terphenyl at 252.4 K.
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24 GEIL, FUJARA, AND SILLESCU

from the simulations—they start close to unity for t r 0 energy landscape with a Gaussian distribution of energy bar-
riers it is plausible to chose a logarithmic Gaussian distribu-and decrease (in an oscillatory fashion) down to values of

approximately 0.02 to 0.03 for t values of 50 ms. Comparing tion of correlation times according to
this thoroughly with the simulations in Fig. 5 one finds that
the elementary jump angle should be somewhere between

g(tc) } expF0 ( ln tc 0 ln tmax)2

2s 2 G . [18]67 and 107. But a detailed comparison also shows that there
is a systematic deviation between the experimental data and
the simulated curves: With increasing values of t the experi- This distribution has a maximum at tmax which is con-
mental data cross each individual simulated curve. At small nected to the mean value (first moment) »tc … via
t values they fit the simulated 107 curve but at larger t
values they are better described by the simulated 67 curve.

»tc … Å expF3
2
s 2Grtmax . [19]This effect is significantly outside the scatter in the experi-

mental data.
Comparing the bk values with the simulated data shows no

The width s of the distribution is given by s Åcompatibility at all. The experimental bk are found between √
»( ln tc)2

… 0 » ln tc …
2 and connected with the decadic fullvalues of 0.5 and 0.3 with no significant t dependence,

width at half maximum sdec viawhile the simulated data predict a strong oscillating behavior
between values of 0.9 and 0.5. The consistancy between the
results obtained from the t dependence of »tk … and the t sdec Å log

t/1/2

t01/2

Å 2s
√
2 ln 2 log e . [20]

dependence of bk (forced by the ansatz of our data evalua-
tion) is clearly not found with the model used so far.

Here t/1/2 and t01/2 are the correlation times at which theThese dramatic deviations between experiment and simu-
density g(tc) takes half of its maximum value.lation show that the assumed IFJ models are too simple

The simulations are performed using 200 values of tcto describe the dynamics of the reorientational motion in
equidistant on a logarithmic scale and weighting each decaysupercooled ortho-terphenyl. The most important simplifi-
curve with g(tc)d ln(tc) . The »tk … values obtained by thecations might be the assumption of a well-defined ‘‘sharp’’
Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts fits to the simulated decayelementary jump angle and/or the assumption of only one
curves are normalized to the »tc … values (Eq. [19]) of thewell-defined correlation time. The easiest way to produce a
corresponding correlation time distribution.‘‘smearing out’’ of the elementary step in the numerical

Plotting the simulated »tk … / »tc … and the bk values againstsimulations is the introduction of a distribution of correlation
the evolution time t for several values sdec of the correlationtimes. In disordered amorphous systems such distributions
time distribution (solid lines in Fig. 8) shows the followingare physically plausible and have been used in many other
important characteristics:molecular systems to explain the observed nonexponentiality

in relaxation phenomena. It is known that these distributions
• The »tk … / »tc … versus t plots depend only very weakly

may become very broad so that it is convenient to use distri-
on the width of the correlation time distribution. There is a

butions based on a logarithmic time scale.
small decrease in the »tk … / »tc … values with increasing sdec

but the shape and the amplitude of the oscillations in these
Introduction of a Correlation Time Distribution plots remain characteristic for the size of the elementary

jump angle.
In order to reduce the considerable amount of computer

• The bk versus t plots on the other hand strongly depend
time in simulating the t dependence of »tk … and bk , we have

on the width sdec of the correlation time distribution. The
chosen a very simple model of distributed correlation times:

strong oscillations observed for unique, well-defined correla-
We assume a heterogeneous sample where different mole-

tion times become weaker and the absolute values of bkcules have different correlation times. There should be no
decreases with increasing width of the distribution. If sdecspectral exchange, e.g., single molecules keep their correla-
exceeds two decades the oscillations in bk have almost van-

tion times on the time scale of the experiment. This simplifi-
ished and there is no further characteristic t dependence

cation allows for a superposition of individual echo decay
observable.

curves with well-defined correlation times. Since, further-
more, the individual echo decay curves can be scaled with Comparing the experimental data (l in Fig. 8) with such

simulated curves shows that elementary jump angles in thetheir correlation times, the distribution of correlation times
can be introduced in a very late step of the simulation. range of 107 { 27 are suitable to describe the observed t

dependence in »tk … / »tc … (Fig. 8a) and that the width of theIt is known (15) that in supercooled liquids correlation
time distributions are usually asymmetric and very broad. correlation time distribution is in the range of 1.5 to 2.0

decades (Fig. 8b). It is worthwhile to stress again that theWith a picture of an activated random walk in a random
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CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a treatment of experimental stimu-
lated echo data which makes it possible to distinguish among
small angle reorientation mechanisms. With the sensitivity
to isotropic small angle reorientations this method is comple-
mentary to the 2D exchange spectra methods which are more
suitable to resolve anisotropic large angle jumps.

We have chosen a Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts parame-
terization of the mixing time dependence of the echo decay
curves. This approach has proven to resolve small elemen-
tary reorientation angles (below É257) with a precision in
the range of 17. Furthermore the two parameters »tk … / »tc …

and bk have shown different sensitivities to the size and to
the ‘‘sharpness’’ of the elementary reorientational step. In
the presented reorientation models we have introduced some
kind of ‘‘smearing out’’ of the elementary step with the help
of a distribution of correlation times. The t dependence of
»tk … is highly sensitive to the reorientation angle and is
insensitive to the width of the correlation time distribution
while on the other hand the t dependence of the parameter
bk is strongly related to the width of the correlation time
distribution.

Applying this method to experimental data of ortho-ter-
phenyl in the supercooled melt, we find a mechanism of
reorientational motion which significantly differs from rota-
tional diffusion. Elementary reorientation angles (jump
angles) of 107 { 27 are more suitable to describe the ob-
served t dependence of the experimental data. Using the
parameter bk we can estimate a width of the correlation
time distribution in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 decades. But the
precision of the presented experimental data is high enough
to recognize even further deviations between experimentalFIG. 8. The simulated KWW parameters »tk … / »tc … (a) and bk (b)
and simulated data. Most probably, improvements in theversus evolution time t for a Å 107, heterogeneous reorientation, and

several values of the decadic full-width at half-maximum sdec of the correla- models used for simulations, like the introduction of a homo-
tion time distribution (solid lines, from top to bottom: sdec Å 0, 0.5, 1.0, geneous distribution in the elementary jump angle, would
1.5, 2.0) . The same experimental data of ortho-terphenyl as shown in Fig. account for such effects. In this sense the elementary jump6 (l) .

angle of 107 found for ortho-terphenyl should be considered
as a mean value, probably averaged over a distribution of
several reorientation angles.

interpretation of the data is based on the simultaneous fitting
of the t dependence of both parameters »tk … / »tc … and bk . ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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